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The four-hour tester



DSSS - A Model for Rapid Learning
● DECONSTRUCT

● SELECT

● SEQUENCE

● STAKES



We asked some people what they would do

Thank you all!
Keith Klain Kishen

Simbhoedatpanday
Huib Schoots

James Lyndsay

Ben KellyRikard Edgren
Erik Brickarp

Aleksandra Casapu



Let's sit together
I’m also going to frame this as 
one-to-one coaching.Sit together and [...]

I would sit next to them coaching them

If I had 4 hours to spend with someone who 
wanted to learn more about testing, [...]



Euh… but it's a written, long-distance thing

Rikard Edgren

I believe feedback is essential to learning.

If you are aiming at a totally independent 4-hour program,

I think it will be very difficult (it will work only for some.)

Interesting project you are doing, and I look forward to see the results.



Selecting the skills



Technique versus skill



The four-hour tester
Sometimes learning means trying something with minimal instruction.

Shu Ha Ri



Skills - the survivors
● Interpreting

● Modelling

● Test design

● Note taking

● Bug reporting



Modelling
Purpose approach the system from different perspectives

Technique User tour, Data tour, Configuration tour
Michael Kelly's Touring heuristic

http://michaeldkelly.com/blog/2005/9/20/touring-heuristic.html


Structure
● Explanation: what the exercise focuses on

● Assignment: what to do

● Evaluation: how to reflect on the exercise



fourhourtester.net



Lessons learned



What did they learn about modelling?
From this exercise I learned to look at testing the product in general and see the 
big picture.

Learned to explore the software from different points of view, to see different 
elements in software, to structure my test.

I learned that touring methods are easy to use to focus on different parts of the 
application.



Training sessions for a new tester

https://www.bredex.de/blog/detail/the-four-hour-tester-part-i/

https://www.bredex.de/blog/detail/the-four-hour-tester-part-i/


Blog posts by Ash:
Interpretation as team exercise
Modelling as team exercise

http://testingisbelieving.blogspot.nl/2017/04/the-four-hour-tester-interpretation-as.html
http://testingisbelieving.blogspot.nl/2017/05/the-four-hour-tester-modelling-as-team.html




Thank you!
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